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 Abstract: Assistive technology, especially gaze-
controlled, can promote accessibility, health care, well-
being and inclusion for impaired people, including 
musical activities that can be supported by interfaces 
controlled using eye tracking. Also, the Internet growth 
has allowed access to a huge digital music database, 
which can contribute to a new form of music creation. 
In this paper, we propose the application of Music 
Information Retrieval techniques for music 
segmentation and similarity identification, aiming at 
the development of a new form of musical creation 
using an automatic process and the optimization 
algorithm Harmony Search to combine segments. 
These techniques for segmentation and similarity of 
segments were implemented in an assistive musical 
interface controlled by eye movement to support 
musical creation and well-being. The experimental 
results can be found in [https://bit.ly/2Zl7KSC]. 
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round the world, millions of people present some sort of disability (visual, auditory, 

motor, or intellectual) (WHO, 2012). However, technological advancements, especially 

in terms of assistive technology (AT), have been helping these people, since AT develops 

products to provide a better life condition specifically for them (CHOI; SPRIGLE, 2011). 

The AT makes itself present in several areas including musical activities, allowing disabled 

people to create music not only for pleasure and well-being but also during the rehabilitation process 

(AGRES, et al., 2021). For example, instrumental executions can help in motor rehabilitation as well 

as in cognitive enhancement, since music activates several areas of the brain (LARSEN; 

OVERHOLT; MOESLUND, 2016). Thus, customization of traditional musical instruments can be 

done to support their use by disabled people, such as a keyboard with large keys that can be pressed 

by a handle shown in (LOURO; IKUTA; NASCIMENTO, 2005). Another example is the musical 

game GenVirtual (CORREA et al., 2007) which uses augmented reality technology for cognitive and 

motor rehabilitation. A review of accessible digital musical instruments that includes many types of 

control interfaces such as touchless controllers, brain-computer music interfaces, adapted 

instruments, wearable controllers and others can be found in (FRID, 2019). These types of 

technologies include gaze-controlled interfaces that use an eye tracker to estimate the user’s eye 

movements and points of gaze, helping to interact with a device without limb movement 

(MAJARANTA; BULLING, 2014). A prospective for eye-controlled musical performance can be 

found in (HORNOF, 2014). 

The Internet has changed how musical content has been disseminated, facilitating access to a 

wide database of musical content. The organization and extraction of information from this 

enormous online database contributed to the creation of a research field known as music information 

retrieval (MIR) (FUTRELLE; DOWNIE, 2003). In addition, the insertion of technological 

resources in musical activities also led to the creation of the ubimus (ubiquitous music) research area 

(KELLER; LAZZARINI; PIMENTA, 2014; KELLER, 2018). Ubimus uses ubiquitous systems of 

human agents and material resources for musical purposes. As ubimus uses technologies, such as 

assistive musical interfaces, to support musical activities, it can bring health care and well-being to 

people, especially for people with disabilities who have limitations to play physical musical 

instruments. In addition, these types of interfaces can also increase the ubimus premise of availability 

A 
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since it includes not only average people (novices in music) but also disabled people. 

Within these fields of study, Kutiman ThruYOU1 is an example of a project that uses a musical 

content database available on the Internet. The author uses YouTube videos to create new songs with 

no direct relations between them. Kutiman mixed slices of videos, made by amateur musicians, to 

create new songs using a manual search process in the YouTube database. A system to help Kutiman’s 

searches, based on MIR techniques, was created to provide content filtering (LINDENBAUM et al., 

2010). By means of this system, experiments using the same database used by Kutiman matched on 

average 60% of his previous choices. Likewise, Mix The City2 project provides an interactive video 

clip interface that allows users to compose with slices of videos produced by local artists, enabling 

them to discover cities through the produced songs and videos. Therefore, non-musicians can create 

songs, since the available slices of videos have some musical similarities. 

This paper is an extension of (CAMPOREZ et al., 2020) which describes strategies to combine 

musical segments extracted from original songs, aiming for its application in an assistive gaze-

controlled musical interface. The interface shows the similarity level between segments to assist users, 

mainly non-musicians, in the creation process. Thus, we describe methods of music segmentation 

and similarity extraction to support assistive interfaces which can be seen as ubimus material 

resources for musical activities. Procedures are proposed for automatic creations and also for users’ 

compositions. It is important to emphasize that the combination of MIR techniques and ubiquitous 

technologies, such as assistive interfaces, can not only provide well-being for people with disabilities 

but also increase the availability of this ubimus system. The remainder of this paper is organized as 

follows. Section 1 describes some gaze-controlled interfaces. Section 2 presents musical feature 

extraction used to find similarities between segments. Section 3 depicts our assistive interface. The 

relation of musical features is described in Section 4. In Section 5 is illustrated the harmony search 

algorithm process. Section 6 shows segment concatenation procedures. The experiments and the 

results are presented in Section 7 and the conclusions are provided in Section 8. 

  

 
1 thru-you.com 
2 mixthecity.britishcouncil.org 
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1. Gaze-Controlled Interfaces 

 

The EyeMusic (HORNOF; SATO, 2004) is a musical interface that uses a commercial eye 

tracker, where the device's coordinates (x, y) are used to create a granular synthesis of click-sounding 

samples through the Max/MSP in real-time. The Oculog (KIM; SCHIEMER; NARUSHIMA, 

2007) is a system created using Pure Data programming language with an eye tracker, where the pupil 

coordinates (x, y) are mapped in note number and velocity, respectively, to control a tone generator. 

The EyeGuitar (VICKERS; ISTANCE; SMALLEY, 2010) is a system based on the Guitar Hero3 

game style which uses eye tracker information as input to play, however, due to the eye tracker 

limitations and to be easier to play, it is only necessary to select the correct string and not the action 

to hit it together like in the original game. 

The EyeHarp (VAMVAKOUSIS; RAMIREZ, 2012, 2016) is a gaze-controlled musical 

interface that is divided into three parts: a) the pie menu, b) the step sequencer, and c) the arpeggiator. 

The interfaces b) and c) are used for rhythmic and harmonic creation in background, whereas a) is 

used for melodic construction in real-time. Other gaze-controlled interfaces, outside musical context, 

are pEYEwrite and pEYEtop (HUCKAUF; URBINA, 2008) where pEYEwrite aims textual writing 

and pEYEtop focuses on computer navigation. The design of the interface follows a circle structure, 

named the pie menu. The authors reported that users had better performance in pEYEwrite than in 

the virtual ABCDE keyboard. 

Olhar Musical (CAMPOREZ et al., 2018b, a) is a gaze-controlled musical interface that has six 

cells to control six different audio samples (segments) by sending MIDI messages to Ableton Live4. 

The interface allows the user to choose to play or pause the audio samples. The use by non-musicians 

is also an objective of the interface, therefore, it shows levels of similarity between the audio segments 

to help the user to choose the next audio segment. Audiovisual demonstrations can be accessed on 

YouTube5.  

Davanzo et al. (2018) proposed a digital musical interface controlled by eye movements, 

considering comfortable and effective interaction of the user. They consider an eye tracker and a 

 
3 www.guitarhero.com 
4 https://www.ableton.com/en/live 
5 https://youtu.be/YDj8pr3Cnx8 
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switch that can be of diverse types, depending on the needs of the performer. Thus, the user needs to 

look at and activate the switch. Dueto (VALENCIA et al., 2019) is a gaze-operated musical interface 

that supports melody and harmony creation through multiple input modalities: a) gaze-only, that 

uses a dwell time of 100ms to activate the selection of a graphical element; b)  gaze + switch, where a 

player needs to look at an element and then use a switch to activate it; and c) gaze + partner, the 

modality that enables two players, one using gaze-only mode and the other using a multi-touch 

keyboard.  

Cyclops is another gaze-controlled digital instrument created for live performance and 

improvisation, containing a synthesizer and a sequencer (PAYNE; PARADISO; KANE, 2020). 

Using the sequencer, the user can record a sequence and play it in a loop, in addition the user can also 

add effects to the sequence. Kandpal, Kantan and Serafin (2022) developed a real-time gaze-

controlled digital interface for musical expression and performance using a physical model of a 

xylophone where twelve musical keys (an octave in an equitempered scale) were set up in a graphical 

interface. The authors reported that it is better to place graphical elements in the middle of the screen 

where the eye tracker has high accuracy.  

 

2. Musical Features Extraction 

 

Lindenbaum et al. (2010) created a system to assist in Kutiman’s searches which use the 

following musical features and measures: a) Beats per Minute; b) Chromagram and Chromatic Scale 

and c) Cyclic Harmonic Cross-correlation. These attributes and measures are extracted from WAV 

files. The calculations are defined considering that the vectors 𝑥! and 𝑥" are two musical segments. 

 

2.1. Beats per Minute 

 

The musical feature beats per minute (BPM) describes the rhythm in which a song is played. 

Thus, generally speaking, BPM can be seen as the number of repetitions found in one minute that 

denotes the speed to play a song. DJs often use the BPM to choose which songs to mix, selecting those 

with similar BPM because they are easier to synchronize. In this work, the BPM relationship between 
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two musical segments can be calculated by Equation (1) (LINDENBAUM et al., 2010), where a low 

distance value represents a high similarity. The BPM distance equation is defined as: 

 

𝐷#$%&'#𝑥!, 𝑥"% = 	
(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜#𝑥!% − 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜#𝑥"%(
/𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜#𝑥!%, 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜#𝑥"%0	

	,	 (1) 

 

where 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜(𝑥) represents the BPM extracted from 𝑥. 

 

2.2. Chromagram and Chromatic Scale 

 

The feature chromatic scale contains 12 musical notes equally spaced by the interval of a 

semitone (BENWARD; SAKER, 2008). The chromagram, or harmonic pitch class profile, 

represents a histogram of musical notes that shows the energy distribution across the interval pitch 

classes (GÓMEZ, 2006). A chromagram can be mathematically expressed by 

 

 
𝐶((𝑏) = 5

)

%*+

|𝑋,-(𝑏 + 𝑚𝛽)|	 (2) 

 

for 𝑀 the total of octaves, 𝑏 the chroma bin number,	𝛽 the number of bins per octave and 𝑋,-  the 

frequency domain signal obtained by the Constant Q Transform (CQT) method (BROWN, 1991) 

using 

 

 
𝑋,-[𝑘] = 5

.(0)2!

3*+

𝑤[𝑛, 𝑘] ∙ 𝑥[𝑛] ∙ 𝑒24"536! ,	 (3) 

 

where 𝑓0 =	2
!
" ∙ 𝑓%73 is the 𝑘#8  frequency bin, for 𝑓%73 the minimum frequency. 

In this work, we considered that 𝛽	 = 	12, 𝑓%73 is approximately 32.7 Hz (C1), 𝑏 ∈ [1,12], 

𝐶(  is a 12-length vector and the chromagram is normalized to values between 0 and 1. 
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2.3. Cyclic Harmonic Cross-correlation 

 

For most listeners, two notes with several common harmonics sound pleasant (THOMPSON, 

2015). For example, musical notes with intervals between 4 or 7 semitones share several harmonics, 

which makes them harmonically compatible (PISTON; DEVOTO, 1987). According to 

Lindenbaum et al. (2010), one way used to quantify harmonic similarity is based on the cross-relation 

of pieces’ chromagram. Thus, the normalized cross-correlation (YOO; HAN, 2009), which returns 

values between -1 and 1, is defined as: 

 

 
𝑅!,"(𝑝) =

∑: [	𝐶(#(𝑙) −	𝐶(#]

H∑: [	𝐶(#(𝑙) −	𝐶(#]"
	

× 	
∑: [	𝐶($(𝑙 − 𝑝	𝑚𝑜𝑑	12) −	𝐶($]

H∑: [	𝐶($(𝑙 − 𝑝	𝑚𝑜𝑑	12) −	𝐶($]"
	,		

(4) 

 

where 𝑝 is the cross-correlation, 𝑙 is the vector length and 𝐶(%  is the 𝐶(%  mean value. Following the 

process described by Lindenbaum et al. (2010), the higher cross-correlation value between 𝑅!,"(0), 

𝑅!,"(4) and 𝑅!,"(7) indicates that there are many common harmonics, which reflects a great 

compatibility. Using the maximum achieved value, the chroma distance is calculated as 

 

 𝐷,#𝑥!, 𝑥"% = 	
1
2	/1 −	𝑅%;(#𝑥!, 𝑥"%0,	

(5) 

 

for 𝑅%;( = 𝑚𝑎𝑥	[𝑅!,"(0), 0.8𝑅!,"(4), 0.8𝑅!,"(7)]. 

 

3. Assistive Musical Interface 

 

We designed a new interface for our previous work Olhar Musical (Figure 1) (CAMPOREZ, 

et al., 2018a). The new design was inspired by (HUCKAUF; URBINA, 2008) that presents good 

results for circle interfaces structure and in (VAMVAKOUSIS; RAMIREZ, 2012, 2016) which uses 
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circles with dots in the center to help the user focus on the circle. Figure 1 demonstrates our gaze-

controlled musical interface with eight light blue circles (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8) where 

each one controls a musical sample (a segment). In other to control each light blue circle, there are 

the buttons play and pause, as well as the center circle that represents some configuration for 

segments. Thus, users can control volume; loops, number of repetitions; preview, to listen through a 

specific channel out of the performance; and graphics, to see a visual representation of the segment. 

Users can also control beats per minute, master volume, and stop all, a button that pauses all segments 

in execution. 

This work is planned to be used by non-musicians as well. Thus, the interface shows similarity 

levels between the segments through the yellow ring, where the thickness expresses the similarity level. 

The similarity level between musical segments is defined by using the musical features explained in 

Section 2. The relationship between the features is shown in Section 4 and the interface usage guide 

process is shown in Section 6. 

 

FIGURE 1 – Assistive Musical Interface controlled by eye tracking. 
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4. Musical Features Relationship 

 

Our interface, cited in the previous Section, uses a large number of musical segments that can 

be cropped from song databases. Then, finding good positions for songs segmentation is extremely 

important for the quality of the segments and their overall “mixability”. Thus, the traditional musical 

structures, i.e. bar, can provide a good segmentation strategy for our interface. 

Music bars can be found through the spectral differences in audio samples (DAVIES; 

PLUMBLEY, 2006). Developed by the Center for Digital Music (C4DM), the bar detector is 

implemented in the QM Vamp Plugin Library (CANNAM et al., 2014) for Vamp audio analysis 

plugin system6. In addition, the calculations of chroma, BPM, and RMS were done with Librosa 

library (MCFEE et al., 2015). 

According to Lindenbaum et al. (2010), the relation between the musical feature distances can 

be defined as: 

 

 
𝐷	#𝑥!, 𝑥"% = 	5

7∈=

𝑤7𝐷7(𝑥!, 𝑥")	,	 (6) 

 

where 𝐴 is a group of features and 𝑤7 	is the weight set for each feature. A default value for 𝑤7 	 can be 

obtained by !
|=|

. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the process employed in the quantification of 

segments, as described in Equation (6). 

 

FIGURE 2 – Block diagram of the process used in the quantification of segments. 
 

 
 

 
6 https://www.vamp-plugins.org/ 
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Beginning from the dataset, subsequently, each sound is segmented into bars based on the 

plugin above-mentioned. Afterward, the features of each segment are extracted, and, finally, a many-

to-many relationship is calculated to find similarities between the segments. The relationship can be 

explained in matrix form, where Figure 3 shows 25 segments relationships. The matrix shows the 

distances between segments computed by Equation (6), where lower distances (red color) represent a 

high similarity level between the segments. 

 

5. Harmony Search Algorithm 

 

One way to find the best solution to a problem is knowing all of its solutions. However, this 

strategy may cost a lot of time to be processed. Thus, optimization algorithms can be used to find 

satisfactory solutions with reduced processing time (VENTER, 2010). One application example is 

the optimization of a delivery system where the route can be optimized to minimize some parameter 

such as traveled distance or time spent (or either) which is named objective function. In this case, the 

optimizer considers many parameters like traffic information, order address, order priority, weather 

condition and others. 

 

FIGURE 3 – Similarity matrix for 25 segments. 
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There are many optimization algorithms inspired by different things such as ant colony 

(DORIGO; DI CARO, 1999) and grey wolves (MIRJALILI; MIRJALILI; LEWIS, 2014). In 

addition, there is an algorithm inspired by the improvisations process of Jazz musicians named 

harmony search (HS) (GEEM, 2010), where a decision variable represents a musician; a musical 

instrument’s pitch range corresponds to the decision variable’s range; musical harmony at certain 

time relates to a solution vector at certain iteration; and audience’s acceptance corresponds to the 

objective function to evaluate the solution. Musical harmony is improved time after time, in the same 

way, the solution vector is upgraded iteration by iteration. 

The HS uses some configuration parameters. Harmony memory size (HMS) is the number of 

solution vectors handled at the same time; harmony memory considering rate (HMCR) is the rate at 

which the HS chooses one value randomly from the musician’s memory. Thus, (1 - HMCR) is the 

rate at which the HS accepts one random value from the total value range. The pitch adjusting rate 

(PAR) is the rate at which the HS modifies the value which was selected from memory, consequently, 

(1 - PAR) is the rate at which HS keeps the original value. Maximum improvisation (MI) is the 

number of iterations. 

The 𝑖-th vector solution, which can be seen as a harmony, is represented by 𝑥7 =

{	𝑥!7 , 𝑥"7 , 𝑥?7 , ⋯ , 𝑥37 }	, where 𝑥;7  is a decision variable. Relating to jazz improvisation, a decision 

variable is a note chosen by the musician that is represented by the variable. Each decision variable 

contains a certain allowed range (e. g. instrument’s pitch range) and the objective function (𝑓#𝑥7%) 

to be maximized or minimized (e. g. audience’s acceptance). The HS initializes randomly the 

harmony memory (HM) with at least HMS times. The HM can be represented by a matrix: 

 

 𝐻𝑀 = [𝑥!!	𝑥!" 		 ⋮ 	 𝑥!@)A			𝑥"!	𝑥"" 		 ⋮ 	 𝑥"@)A 			⋯	⋯ 		⋱ 	⋯		𝑥3!	𝑥3" 	

⋮ 	 𝑥3@)A		|𝑓(𝑥!)	𝑓(𝑥") 		 ⋮ 	𝑓(𝑥@)A)		] 
(7) 

 
 

where the matrix is sorted by the optimization function 𝑓(𝑥!) ≤ 	𝑓(𝑥") ≤ 	⋯ 	≤ 𝑓(𝑥@)A). 

Generally, in Jazz improvisation, a musician plays a note by selecting it from the allowed range 

or by adjusting a note from his/her memory. Thus, the HS follows the same idea picking values from 

the available range, from the HM directly or from the HM with some modification. Therefore, the 
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HS selects a new value for a decision variable following these rules: 

 

● Random Selection: the new value 𝑥73$B  for a new harmony is randomly selected from 

an allowed range with the probability of (1	 − 	𝐻𝑀𝐶𝑅). 

● Memory Consideration: 𝑥73$B  receives the value 𝑥7
4  selected from 𝐻𝑀 =

Z𝑥7!, ⋯	, 𝑥7@)A[ with probability of 𝐻𝑀𝐶𝑅. The index 𝑗 can be calculated by uniform 

distribution: 𝑗 ← 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑈(0, 1) ∙ 𝐻𝑀𝑆) + 1. 

● Pitch Adjustment: if the 𝑥73$B  is chosen from the 𝐻𝑀, it can be adjusted with the 

probability of 𝑃𝐴𝑅. For discrete variables, if 𝑥7(𝑘) = 	𝑥73$B,  the pitch-adjusted value 

becomes 𝑥7(𝑘 + 𝑚), where 𝑚 ∈ {−1, 1}.  

 

After generating the 𝑥3$B, the 𝐻𝑆 calculates its objective function value. If the evaluation of 

𝑥3$B  is better than the worst harmony in 𝐻𝑀, the worst harmony is replaced by 𝑥3$B. The 𝐻𝑆, for 

discrete variables, can be represented by the following pseudo-code: 

 

a. Step 1: Configure the HS parameters; 

b. Step 2: Generate HM matrix; 

c. Step 3: set 𝑖	 = 	1; 

d. Step 4: if 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑	 < 	𝐻𝑀𝐶𝑅 go to step 5, otherwise set 𝑥73$Bwith a random value from 

the available range and go to step 7; 

e. Step 5: select a harmony randomly from the HM (for example 𝑥0) and set 𝑥73$B =

	𝑥70; 

f. Step 6: if 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑	 < 	𝑃𝐴𝑅 do the pitch adjustment and go to step 7, otherwise just go 

to step 7. 

g. Step 7: if 𝑖	 <= 	𝑛 do 𝑖	 = 	𝑖	 + 	1 and go back to step 4, otherwise go to step 8 

h. Step 8: If the new harmony (𝑥3$B) is better than the worst harmony from HM, replace 

the worst harmony by the new one and go to step 9, otherwise go to step 9 

i. Step 9: If it is the last iteration go to step 10, otherwise go to step 3. 

j. Step 10: Return the best harmony 
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6. Segments Concatenation Procedures 

 

6.1. Automatic Concatenation 

 

Figure 4 shows a flowchart of the proposed segment concatenation process. After the choice 

of a propellant segment (segment a), the segment closest to it (segment b) is searched. Next, the 

segment closest to segment b (segment c) is selected, and this process is repeated until a number of 

segments is reached.  

In the concatenation process, there is a possibility of loops between segments. For example, the 

segment closest to a is b and the segment closest to b is a. Thus, the segment choice procedure can get 

inside a loop between a and b. Therefore, to avoid a local minimum, we defined a penalty for the 

distance, where the expression is defined as: 

 

 𝐷&$3 = 𝐷 ∙ 	𝑒C3	,	 (9) 

 

where 𝑛 is a number of repetitions and 𝛼 is a penalty factor. 

 

FIGURE 4 – Segments concatenation processes. 
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In the concatenation process between two segments, an abrupt transition may occur because 

of the audio segmentation process. Thus, to avoid these kinds of transitions, we employed a crossfade 

technique with fade in and fade out according to the following formulas 

 

 d(1 + 𝑡)
2 	𝑎𝑛𝑑	

d(1 − 𝑡)
2 ,	 (8) 

 

respectively, where the intersection area is mapped for −1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 1.  

To explain the concatenation process using the crossfade technique, Figure 5 shows the 

concatenation of two sine wave that represents two segments. Figure 5 (a) demonstrates the two 

segments and the fade curves described in Equation (8).   Figure 5 (b) depicts, in the highlighted area, 

the fade effects applied to the segments where segment 1 was multiplied by the fade out curve and 

segment 2 was multiplied by the fade in. It is possible to notice a decrease in segment 1 amplitude 

(fade out) and an increase in segment 2 (fade in). Figure 5 (c) shows the final result which is segment 

1 added to segment 2 after the fade process. 

 

FIGURE 5 – Segment concatenation using crossfade. 
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Figure 6 also shows an example of concatenation between two segments with the values of the 

employed features. The highlighted area shows the intersection where the crossfade was applied. 

 

6.2. HS Concatenation 

 

The segments can also be selected by the HS algorithm. Thus, we used the HS to select 𝑛 

segments represented by 𝑥 = Z𝑥!, 𝑥",⋯ , 𝑥3[ to be concatenated. The HS chooses segments to 

minimize the objective function (cost function) which is defined as: 

 

 
𝑓(𝑥) = e5

32!

7*!

𝐷(𝑥7 , 𝑥7D!)f ∙ 	𝑒C&$3(()	 (10) 

 

where 𝐷 is defined in Equation (6), 𝛼 is a penalty factor and 𝑝𝑒𝑛(𝑥) is the sum of the repetitions 

considering the last 5 segments of each segment. The 𝑝𝑒𝑛(𝑥) equation is defined as: 

 
𝑝𝑒𝑛(𝑥) = 5

32!

7*E

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡	𝑥7 	𝑖𝑛	{𝑥72E, 𝑥72F, 𝑥72?, 𝑥72", 𝑥72!}		 (11) 

 

After the HS finds a good solution, the segments are concatenated following the process 

described in Subsection 6.1. We configured the parameters of HS as following 𝐻𝑀𝑆	 = 20, 

𝐻𝑀𝐶𝑅	 = 	0.95, 𝑃𝐴𝑅 = 0.2, 𝑀𝐼 = 25000, and 𝑛 = 20. 
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FIGURE 6 – Features of two concatenated segments. 
 

 
 

6.3. Semi-automatic Concatenation 

 

One of the goals of our assistive musical interface is its use by non-musicians. Thus, we use the 

musical features explained in Section 4 to facilitate users’ choices. In the interface, when the user 

focuses on a cell, the gray window (Figure 7) presents the musical features as well as the relationship 

(distance) between the last choice and the focused cell. 

 

FIGURE 7 – The assistive musical interface showing musical features information. 
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Figure 8 shows the procedure to use the gaze-controlled interface. Initially, the interface shows 

8 randomly chosen segments, thus the user can start by choosing a segment, then he/she has options 

to edit, preview, and control the execution. When the segment is played, the interface shows 7 new 

segments similar to the last choice and their similarity levels. Afterward, the user can choose the next 

one and repeat it until the performance is over. 

 

7. Experiments and Results 

 

In this work, a small dataset of instrumental songs was chosen for testing. Thus, the 24 songs, 

shown in Table 1, were chosen from an instrumental Spotify playlist called Peaceful Piano7. The songs 

were divided into 2623 segments as described in Section 4. 

 

FIGURE 8 – Flowchart with the user’s procedure. 
 

 

 

 
7https://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DX4sWSpwq3LiO 
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TABLE 1 – Song list. 
 

Max Richter - A Catalogue Of Afternoons Aaron Lansing - Naive Spin 
Alexandra Streliski - Changing Winds Karin Borg - Norrsken 

The Daydream Club - One Last Thought Moux - Chasing Stars 
M´elanie Laurent - D´ebut Oskar Schuster - Maribel 

Alexandra Streliski - Plus tˆot Black Elk - Intro 
Rhiannon Bannenberg - For Stormboy Poppy Ackroyd - Strata 
Robert Haigh - Portrait with Shadow Tedosio - The Book of Jen 

The Daydream Club - For the Lost Ones Moux - Gaze 
Peter Sandberg - Remove The Complexities Phildel - Qi 

Jean-Michel Blais - igloo - acoustique Samuel Lindon - Tallis One 
Peter Bradley Adams - Interlude For Piano Bela Nemeth - This Moment 

James Heather - Last Minute Change Of Heart Poppy Ackroyd - Time 
 

7.1. Experiment I: Harmonic Distance Influence 

 

In order to verify the harmonic distance influence in segments combination, tests were done 

with high weight to this feature, according to 

 

 𝐷#𝑥!, 𝑥"% = 0.8𝐷,#𝑥!, 𝑥"% + 0.2𝐷#$%&'#𝑥!, 𝑥"%.	 (12) 

 

The test, aiming to demonstrate segment compatibility, intends to create a new experimental 

song with 20 segments in sequence, following the Figure 4 procedure. In this experiment 𝛼 was 

empirically defined as approximately 0.1386, thus, the fifth repetition has its distance doubled. The 

number of repetitions was counted only between the last 5 chosen segments. The results can be found 

in [https://bit.ly/2GDgKcU]. 

We also performed tests with HS explained in Subsection 6.2 with 20 segments and 𝛼 =

0.1386. However, the first segment (𝑥!) was chosen manually. The results can be found in 

[https://bit.ly/329nM3M]. 

 

7.2. Experiment II: Tempo Distance Influence 

 

This experiment aims to observe the influence of the feature tempo distance for compatibility. 

Thus, tempo distance received high weight adopting the formula 
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 𝐷#𝑥!, 𝑥"% = 0.2𝐷,#𝑥!, 𝑥"% + 0.8𝐷#$%&'#𝑥!, 𝑥"%.	 (13) 

 

As in experiment I, the same tests were performed keeping the same concatenation, penalty 

parameters, and pivot segment. The results generated by the procedure in Figure 4 can be found in 

[https://bit.ly/2Gw1XQ9]. In addition, the results following the procedure using HS described in 

Subsection 6.2 can be seen in [https://bit.ly/2R8C12O]. 

 

7.3. Experiment III: Balance Between Harmonic and Tempo Distance 

 

In this experiment, the main target is to verify the balance between harmonic and tempo 

distance. Therefore, the two features were weighted equally, that is, 0.5 for each one. The new 

distance formula was defined as 

 

 𝐷#𝑥!, 𝑥"% = 0.5𝐷,#𝑥!, 𝑥"% + 0.5𝐷#$%&'#𝑥!, 𝑥"%.	 (14) 

 

This experiment was executed following the same idea used in experiment I with the same pivot 

segment, however, using the new distance formulation. The results for the tests following the 

procedure described in 6.1 can be found in [https://bit.ly/2ZtcGTU] and following the procedure 

represented in 6.2 can be seen in [https://bit.ly/2Zl7KSC]. 

Figure 9 depicts the convergence curves from experiment III using HS and the distance cost for 

the automatic concatenation process. Analyzing these curves, it is possible to conclude that the HS 

algorithm converged for the tests and, in some cases, it presented better results than the automatic 

process. Table 2 shows the distance results for all tests in which it is noticeable that the HS algorithm 

results are similar to the results from the automatic procedure described in Figure 4. However, the 

HS spent 30 minutes on average to give the segment list, showing incompatibility with the real-time 

interface proposed by this work. In contrast, the procedure shown in Figure 4 spent 1 second on 

average to give the segment list for each test. It is worth mentioning that the application of HS brings 

a good comparison base, showing that the procedure in Figure 4 presents satisfactory results since 

they both have similar values. 
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FIGURE 9 – Convergence curves of the HS optimization process. 
 

 
 

TABLE 2 – Results of HS and automatic concatenation process. 
 

Experiment Process Test 1 (a.u) Test 2 (a.u) Test 3 (a.u) 

I 
Aut. concatenation 4,903 4,881 4,924 

HS 4,380 4,612 4,528 

II 
Aut. concatenation 1,226 1,153 1,225 

HS 1,454 1,193 1,669 

III 
Aut. concatenation 3,064 2,883 3,181 

HS 2,970 2,893 3,110 
 

Another test was executed aiming to observe the application for user assistance. Thus, from a 

randomly chosen pivot segment, 15 segments closest to it were listed. Thereafter, the user could create 

new experimental music by choosing segments from that list. In addition, the user can edit segments 

to improve musical quality. The results of this test can be found in [https://bit.ly/2VVtSmi]. 

 

8. Conclusions 

 

In this paper, we propose music information retrieval techniques for song segmentation and 

similarity extraction from segments applied to a gaze-controlled musical interface. We focus on the 

use of the segments and their similarity levels in an assistive interface that allows disabled users, 

especially non-musicians, to compose with musical segments, increasing the availability of this 

ubimus system. The system can also be seen as a tool to increase health care and well-being of users, 
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especially for people with motor limitations to play musical instruments. The chroma and beats per 

minute features were used to estimate the similarity level. A semi-automatic concatenation procedure 

was proposed for user performance. In addition, two automatic composition procedures, tested on a 

dataset containing instrumental songs, were proposed to evaluate the considered MIR techniques, 

where one of them uses the optimization algorithm harmony search. 

The experimental result done by user choices from a list of audio segments is shown in 

[https://bit.ly/2VVtSmi] and the results using the harmony search algorithm can be seen in 

[https://bit.ly/2Zl7KSC]. They demonstrated an aesthetic sound analogous to concrete music and 

mashup. However, there are many challenges to be solved in the interface. For example, we observed 

that segmentation based on one bar results in short segments, which reduces the user’s time to choose 

the next segment. 

As future work, we suggest a study of segmentation based on more than one bar or musical 

phrase. Also, the two automatic procedures can be used to form larger segments. We also suggest 

studies related to the musical context in which a segment is removed from the original music, in order 

to understand combination possibilities. Afterward, the application of experimental tests, using the 

gaze-controlled interface, done by people with disabilities. 
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